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Higher education takes hit in Frankfort
Western loses
$1.4 million in cut
BY BRANDY W ARREN

Herald reporter
This was supposed to be
Western's year. The economy was
soaring just two years ago. The university was growing and would be
rewarded millions from the state
for its swelled enrollment.

Two year's later, the state's
economy has taken a turn.
Kentucky's higher education
budget was cut $18.5 million in
December, and Gov. Paul Patton
has warned it is unlikely there will
be any funding increases for education next year.
Now, instead of being rewarded
for its growth, Western is paying for
its increased enrollment with its
own money. And there may be little
relief when Patton releases his
general fund budget .ran. 22 in
Frankfort.
Higher education had been

spared during state budget cuts
earlier in the year, but did not
escape the knife in December during a final round of cuts made to
pay for an over $500 million state
budget shortfall.
It is uncertain if more cuts will
come or if funding for projects proposed by the Council on PostSecondary Education will be
spared.
"We really don't know what will
happen," said Bill Swinford, senior
associate for Public Relations for
SEE H IGH ER, P AGE 8

Budget cuts at five state universities

Source: Council on Postsecondary Education

Stephanie Gladney/Herald

Sippio,
Mitchell
enter draft
Losses leave holes
in Topper secondary
BY KYLE HIGHTOWER

.

Herald reporter

James Branaman/Herald
Mike Jackson, a cameraman working for ESPN, stretches before the Western-New Mexico State game Sunday. Cameras
were set up on makeshift stages around the arena for the nationally televised event.

Arena project to be phased in
Senate to hear reading
of renovation bill today
BY BRANDY WARREN

Herald reporter
Vince Spoelker sat on the Diddle Arena
floor Sunday watching as Western's men's
basketball team warmed up before its game
against New Mexico State.
He examined camera angles and occasionally spoke into his headphones to the
producer who was listening from the ESPN
production truck outside.
Spoelker and about 25 other crewmembers from ESPN had arrived seven hours
before the Toppers' game to begin setting
up equipment and running camera cables
for the nationally televised contest.
"It's just hard to run cable here,"
Spoelker said. "At most of the newer
places, you can just pull up and plug in."
Doug Tutt, ESPN director for Sunday's
game, said Diddle is like most other arenas.
The building is older. The building is loud
and dark. And it's hard to run cable.
Pending authorization from the 2002

General Assembly this week, Western's an emergency clause that will allow
men's and women's basketball teams may Western to proceed with construction plans
be a little easier to film in the future.
before Gov. Paul Patton's budget is
Richard Kirchmeyer, vice president for approved in April or May.
Information Technology, said the renovaRobbin
Taylor,
director
of
tion of Diddle will include improvements to Governmental Relations for Western, said
the arena and its upper concourse that will she doesn't expect any controversy to arise
make the building a more inviting venue for among lawmakers over the bill.
television crews.
"It is a strict state
John Osborne, vice
project," Taylor said.
president for Campus "It's just hard to run
"We have addressed
Services and Facilities,
every concern they have
cable here. At most of
said that no plans for
expressed."
the renovation have the newer places, you can
Western has been
been set in stone. But just pull up and plug in."
working with the city of
the project will include
Bowling Green since last
improvements to lightsummer on a plan to_
- Vince Spoelker finance the Diddle renoing and sound in the
arena.
ESPN crew member vation . Since September,
Osborne could not
lawmakers had continucomment on whether
ally raised concerns
the re will be pre-run cable in the arena over that plan which was outlined in a
after the facility is renovated.
property improvement agreement signed
That renovation may come one step by the Board of Regents and Bowling
closer to fruition today in Frankfort when Green City Commission in September.
Senate Bill 54 is introduced. The legislation
The agreement called for the city to
will ask for approval and authorization issue up to $32.5 million in bonds for the
from the state to renovate Diddle Arena project and for Western to repay the city
and related athletics facilities at Western.
According to Ransdell, the bill includes
SEE ARENA, PAGE 6

Things always seemed to
move a bit slower on the football field for Mel Mitchell and
Bobby Sippio.
Every pass breakup or interception that the senior safety
or junior cornerback made
bet-ween the
hashmark s
seemed to be
the result of
concise calculation.
So when the
Hill toppers'
season ended,
it was no surprise that neither made an
immediate Bobby Sippio
decison on
whether to apply for the
National Football League
draft.
They thought it best to ask
the experts.
" B o t h
showed
an
interest to
enter
the
draft
and
made
a
request for a
written evaluation from
the league,"
coach Jack
H a r b a u g h Mel Mitchell
said.
The experts apparently
liked what they saw.
It was announced yesterday
that Mitchell and Sippio
applied for the April NFL
Draft upon receiving their
evaluations during Christmas
break.
Their application ends stellar careers at Western.
"We have never been confronted with this situation very.
much," Harbaugh said of the
Florida natives. "Both gave a
tremendous amount of thought
into it, and I applaug how each
SH DRAFT, PASE 2
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► Crime Reports

Arrests
♦ R o b e rt Ch a rles A n derson,
Br entwood , T e nn ., was charged
Jan. 5 for criminal possession of a
forged instrument, driving under
the i nfluence and speeding. He
was re leased from Warren County
Regional Jail the same day on a
$1,000 unsecured bond.
♦ Matthew
J oseph
Hall,
Alva ton, was char ged Jan. 2 with
DUI and running a red light. He
was released from Warren County
Jail Jan. 3 on a $500 surety bond.
♦ Miguel Angel Castro, Cave
Mill Road, was charged Jan . 3
with third-degree criminal t respass i ng. He was released the
same day from Warre n County
Regional J ail on a $50 cash bond.
♦ J oseph J ohn Ch r istopher
Be n ne t t, Smit hs Grove, was
charged Dec. 22 with trafficking
within 1,0 00 ya r ds of a school
building, possession of drug paraphernalia, possession of marijuana, DUI and public intoxication.
He was re l eased the same day
from Warren County Regional
Jail on a $10,000 cash bond.
♦ William Keith Herr iford,
Smallhouse Road, was char ged
Dec. 22 with trafficking within
1,000 yards of a school buildi ng,
public intoxication, possession of
d r ug paraphernalia and possession of ma r ij uana. He was
released Dec. 24 from Warren
County Regional Jail on a $10,000
cash bond.

Estell Williams/Herald

Laying in wait: Jeff Bottoms, a freshman from Franklin, Tenn., with friends,
Owensboro senior Tim Gilbert, Tiffany Amodeo, a senior from Carmel, Ind., and Sarah Pequignot, a
junior from Oakhill, Va., spent the night in a tent in front of the gates of Diddle Arena anticipating
the Western-New Mexico State game. "I've been looking forward to this for about a yea~. ' Gilbert said.

Dorms to reopen on schedule
B Y K ATE D I TTMEIER

Herald reporter
Despite the winter weather
and a few minor setbacks over
the holiday break, the directional h alls will open on schedu le for t he Fall 2002 semester .
Pat Hall, construction manager for t h e Student Life
Foundation, said workers were
unable to pour concret e in the
cold weather and rain slowed
work on u nderground u t i lit ies
for the buildings.
"There are a thousand components in a project and it
doesn't ta ke but a few of t hose
being delayed to put us behind
sched ule," Hall sai d.
B r ian Kuster, director o f
Housing and Resi d ence L ife,
said because of t he de lays, the
renovat ion of t he four dor ms is
about a week behind sched ul e,
but that the build i ngs , beginning with West H all, will be
completed in Ap r il and May on
a staggered schedule.
Administrators said they a r e
sti ll unsure how t h e application process wi l l be h andled
for the directional halls.
When McLean Hall was ren-

ovated last year, residents who
lived i n the b ui lding when it
was closed for repairs were
promised first preference on a
room when it reopened last
fall.
Other stu d ents spent t h e
nigh t inside Potte r Hall in an
effort to get one of t he remaining rooms distributed on a
fi rst-com e, first-se r ved basis.
Kuster said specifics of the
appl i cation process for the
d i r ectionals wi ll begin by mid
to late Febru a r y.
Kuster said tours of the
directional halls have not been
schedu l ed, but tha t s t udents
will be allo wed to view t h e
improvemen ts w hen the b u i ldings a r e nearing compl etion
t h is semester.
H e said the newly r e novated
buildings will s howcase a n umber of new fe atures, inc l uding
a bathroom i n each dorm room,
new windows, concrete walls
covered with d r y wal l , n ew
lighting, more electrical outlets, movable furniture , hallway carpeting and cable a n d
Internet connections.
In add ition to t h e new features, South and West halls, as

well as North and East halls
will be joined by a conn ector
s pace. The connected halls will
operate as a s ing l e b u il di ng
and share a s t a ff.
Approximatel y 75 of the
bedroo m s in each bui l ding
were di vided in half to create a
b a t hroo m for e a c h room,
decreasing the number of
spaces in each building to
about 150.
The cost to live in the directional h a lls has no t been d e t e rmined yet, but Kuster said the
p r ice tag will be near or equiva I e nt to that of McLean which co m es with a $1,225
pri c_e t ag per semester for a
double room.
While admin istr ato rs say i t
might be a possibility i n t h e
fut u r e, t here are n o plans to
rename the directional h a ll s
w h en they reopen, sai d T om
Hi les, v i ce preside n t for
D eve l o pm e n t a n d A lum ni
Relations.
" We ha ve so many different
naming opportunities with
other different capital projects
righ t now that we h aven 't gott en to t h at yet," Hiles said.
"We're hopeful, though."

DRAFT: NFL dreams coming into focus
CO N T IN UE D FROM F RONT

went about it - getting eval uati ons. I know each got their
family's input and made a decision that was best for them."
Mitchell and Sippio were
one h alf of the Toppers' feared
and revered second ary this
past season along with graduating seniors Joe Jefferson and
Kyle Moffatt.
Mitchell leaves behind a
fifth season he would have
earned by earning his degree
next
fall
because
of
Proposition 48. Prop. 48 allows
athletes who were ineligible
their freshman season a fifth
year if they graduate on time.
Mitchell was name d to four
All-American teams this winter, earning first-team honors
from three spo rts services,
including the Associated Press.
He led all members of the
Western secondary with 116
tackles.
He also leaves his stamp in

several categories in Western's
record book, including ranking
second with a 28 .5 yard per
return average on specia l
teams.
"He knows he had another
year, but he told me be felt that
because I-AA football doesn't
get the publicity of the I-A
schools, that he didn't feel like
he cou l d afford to wait,"
Mitchell's mother, Geraldine
White, said. "I asked him 'Are
you sure about his Mel?' and he
said 'Mom, I know what I 'm
doing.' So I support him totally.
I just want him to be sure to
come back and get his degree."
Sippio ends his career as
the school record holder with
19 intercepti ons, inc I ud ing a
single-season record with 10
interceptions.
Prior to the
Monday
announcement, the Western
coaching staff was still anticipating the possibility of having
both players return in 2002 .
Now with Mitch ell and Sippio

leaving, the Topper s·econdary
will lose all four of its starters.
Sophomore Jeremy Chandler
was the only player outside of
the four usual starters in 2001
to start a game.
Though the loss will be a
blow, defensive coordinator
David Elson remained positive.
"I would have loved for
them to come back," Elson
said . "But this is a dream of
theirs and a great opportunity
that we know was hard for
them to pass up. But what a lot
of people don't realize is that
we have great p layers who
haven't been playing that well
now have a chance to s howcase
their ability."
Chandl er, along with juniors
Brian Lowder and Chris
Rivie re, are the le ading candidates to replace the foursome.
Elson said that each player has
seen action in the special
teams, but have beer! overshadowed by Mitchell, Sippio,
Jefferson and Moffatt.

♦ A dam
Rudell
You ng,
Magno l ia, was c harged Dec. 22
with trafficking within 1,000 yards
of a school build ing, p ublic intoxication, possession of drug p araphernalia and possession of marijuana . He was re leased Dec. 24
from Warren County Regional Jail
on a $10,000 cash bond.
♦ Matthew Brian Wi ll i ams,
Wiltshire Street, was charged
Satur day with DUI and driving
without tail lights. He was
released the same day from
Warren County Regional Jail on a
$650 unsecured bond.
♦Jessica Marie Pace, LaCcnter,
was charged F r iday with speeding
a n d D UI u n der 21. She was
released the same day from
Warren County Regional J ail on a
$1,000 unsecured bond.

Reports
♦ Belinda
A.
Wisdow,
Thompson Complex North Wing,
reported a broken window
between 4:30 p.m., Jan. 3 and 8:30
a.m., Jan. 4. Damage to the window totaled $100.
♦Bobby D. Parnell, facilities
management, reported Jan. 2 that
someone vandalized a wall at the old
Bowling Green Mall between 7 p.m.
Jan. 1 and 7:15 a.m. Jan. 2. Damage
was estimated at$300.
♦Craig A. Biggs, assistant athletics director, reported $675
stolen between noon Dec. 14 and
noon Dec. 19 from h i s office in
Didd le Arena.
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Western mourns loss of two faculty members
Retired professor had 'fiesty' life Memorial service to be held
BY D AVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
Jo Ann Verner, 70, love d Wendy's chili.
Her sister even brought her a bowl two days
before her death.
Verner, a retired Western recreation
professor, d ied in her sleep early Jan. 7. She
s pent the last two months of her life in a
Lancaster, PellIL, nursing home.
Verne r , who taught al Western for a
quarte r of a century, had been a little powerhouse, her youngest sister, Linda Shay,
said.
"I remember he r being very feisty and
outgoing and ready for any challenge, even
as a child," Shay said.
Verner stood 4-feet-10 inches tall, according to her sister, and many of her students
were huge football and basketball players.
"She had them under her thumb," Shay
said, "And they just adored her."
Ka ren Singleton, Bowling Green Parks
and Recreation assistant director, is one of
Verner's former students. Singleton took
over as Kentuck-y's Area 5 Special Olympics
coordinator when Ve rner re tired.
"J o Verner's death is a great loss to me,"
Singleton said. "She started Area 5 Special
Olympics: ·
Verner coordinated Special Olympics in
10 Southcentral Kentucky counties for 25
years. Not only did she coordinate the evenl
but she lived by the Special Olympics oath,
"Let me win, but if I cannot win, let me be
brave in the attempl"
Verner was born in Niagara Falls, N.Y.,
Aug. 14, 1931 with spina bifida, an incomplete closure of the spine.
She was the eldest of three sisters and
never married.
"She called herse lf an unclaimed trea-

sure," Shay saicl ·
Because of circulatory problems brought
on by her spina bifida, Verner underwent
two amputations that first claimed her left
foot, then, 10 years later, most of her left leg.
She walked bent over with a cane on a prosthesis that hurt her if she spent too much
time standing.
Being an amputee
only slowed her down; it
never stopped her.
In 1998 she moved
from Bowling Green to
Lancaster to be near
family.
Ve rner won the
Thomas
Jefferson
Award for volunteerism
in 1995. She won other
community
service
awards, including three
Jo Ann Ve rner
Citizen of the Year
awards.
"She was super," said physical education
and recreation professor Alton Little. "Her
beauty came from inside. She had a bubbling, outgoing personality. She would be
the person that went the extra mile. She was
an outstanding person who never knew the
word quit. I think she got involved in teaching recreation because of her love of people."
Her love of people extends even beyond
death.
Verner left her body to Temple
University Medical School in Philadelphia
to be used for medical research.
Western students c ontinue lo benefit
from Verner's legacy. Each year Western
awards the$500Jo Ann Verner scholarship.
Her family is planning a memorial service in Bowling Green in late March.

BY SAM FORD AND

AMBER NATIONS

Herald reporters
Western l ost an "irreplaceable" veteran foreign language professor over
Christmas break.
James C. Babc ock, 62, died Friday,
Dec. 14, at The Me dical Cente r.
Babcock was a French profess or for
over 30 years at Western. A memorial
service for Western students, faculty and
staff will be held for Babcock at 4 p.m.
Thursday. The service, sponsored by the
Modern Languages and Intercultural
Department, will be in Fine Arts Center
Room 221.
Babcock' s
daughter,
Melanie
Paszkiewicz, 31, was always impressed by
her father's love for hls work.
"Dad could have had pneumonia and
would still go into work because he really
loved his job," Paszkiewicz said.
"'French must go on!' he would say.''
Not only was Babcock dedicated to his
job, but he showed great dedication to his
family as well. Babcock is survived by
Paszkiewicz, his wife Nancy and a son,
James A. Babcock of Ft. Pierce, Fla.
Babcock loved being a part of the
Bowling Green community, Paszkiewicz
said.
Babcock's dedication to his job
impressed many, including his colleagues.
"I worked with him for 16 years," said
Dr. Nathan Love, a fellow French professor. "Dr. Babcock had a great love for the
French language. He also taught Latin
from time-to-time and studied Spanish,
although I don't think he ever taught any
Spanish-here."

SGA sets goals for new semester
Leaders hope to raise
student awareness
BY M O L LY O ' CONNOR

Herald reporter
A new year brings with it
new goals for the Student
Government Association.
Members of the organization's executive committee
hope to increase student
awareness of SGA and focus
more on motivating members of
SGA's Congress.
:\1ark Rawlings, vice president of Public Relations, said
he is looking forward to a· fre sh
start with the beginning of the
new semester.
Rawlings said one of his p e rsonal goals is to make Western
stude n ts m o re aware of what
SG A does. R awlings s ai d he
b e lieves s tude nt dissat is fa·ction wit.h SGA has c a me a b out
because
s tudents
were

News Brief
PRISM tickets on sale
One of Western Kentucky
University Music Department's
more unique concert experiences r e t u r ns t o t h e Hill this
weekend.
The annual PRISM concert,
wh ich fe a t u res a ra p id -fire
sequ e nce of varied ensembles
and music al s e lections staged in
diffe rent location s in the pe rformance hall, will take place at 8
p .m . F n day a t the Van l!eter
Audi tori um.
Admissi o n is $10: $5 for
senio r citi zens a n d stu dents
Proceeds b e nefit the WK U
music progr a m. Tickets c an b e
purchase d i n advance a t Royal
Mus ic, Courtyard Cafe and the
WKU Mus ic Office.
F o r mor e information, contact Dr. John C. Cannicharel at
(270) 745-5893 or the Mus i c
Department at (270) 74!>-3751.
- Micheal Compton

unaware of what the organiza tion does for them.
Rawlings has many plans for
ac hieving bis goal, the first of
which is to write a commentary
for the Herald.
Jo
the
commentary,
Rawlings plans to directly
address students and clarify
for them what SCA does as a
representative body.
Another step he plans to
take is to util ize the new bulletin boards in Downing
University Center and to work
more closely with SGA's public
relations committee.
SGA President Leslie Bedo
said that if members of the
executive c ommittee all do
their jobs, the awareness of
SGA will inc r e ase.
While Be do and Rawlings
plan to increase student
involveme nt in SGA by raising
aware n ess, retent io n wi ll also
be a focus for the organization
this semester.
Vice President Jamie Sears
said last s emester's attenda nce

I
.

.

was respectable - aver aging 50
Congress members.
By retaining more me mbers,
Sea rs s aid SGA may be a bl e to
repeat those respectable numbers this semester.
Another goal, according to
Sears, is to try to motivate both
existing congress members and
n ew m ember s and p repare
everyone for this semester's
elections.
No date has been set for
SGA ' s spring election s, she
said.
Sears said achieving this
goal will come from her work
with executive officers and
Rawlings.
She said it will be a big
cooperative effort.
Bedo said she is also looking
forward to the upcoming elections and getting more students
involve d with the electoral process.
As for othe r chang es with
the way SGA is run, Rawlings
does n ·t exp ect m any d ifferences from last semester .
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Love was amazed by Babcock's dedic ation to French and to his students.
"He wasn't even interested in optional
re tirement and only te aching one or two
classes a semester," Love said. "He wanted to be a full-time Western professor
until he couldn't
teach any more, and
that is exactly what
he did."
Dr. Linda Pick.le,
Modern Languages
and Intercul tural
Studies department
head,
was
also
impressed
by
Babcock's zeal in and
out of the classroom.
"Dr. Babcock was
an enthusiastic, committed
teacher," James Babcock
Pickle said. " He
loved his subjects and students, and they
loved him."
The funeral for Babcock, a Hammond,
Ind., native, was held Tuesday, Dec. 18, at
St. Joseph Catholic Church in Bowling
Gree n. The burial was in the St. Joseph
Cemetery.
Everyone is invited to Thursday's
memorial ceremony.
"Anyone who knew him is welcome to
share memories and sign a memory
book," Pickle said. "We will really miss
him, and that's really true."
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Opinion
Life's not fair,
so be prepared
Many of life's most impor- the cxpansi\>n.
And the growth shows no
tant lessons are learned in
kindergarten. Share your toys. sign of slowing. The applicant
Don't eat paste. .Make friends. pool is up 26 percent over last
You remember them, right? year, when it was at an allHow about this one: Life's not time high.
It's time for university
fair It's a tough lesson to
learn, but an important one, administrators to look ahead,
and it always stings when and cover their hides for the
next budget. Western can't
we're reminded of it.
President Gary Ransdell assume it will get what it
must have been reminded of it deserves.
over the break when Gov. Paul
Patton decided that higher
THE ISSUE: Western
education wouldn't be exempt
got less state money
from budget cuts this biennithan administrat<>rS
um, or the next two years.
had hoped because of
The recent economic downturn that pushed the governor
the recent economic
to refuse additional funding
downturn. Now its fund- ·
for universities came at the
ing
more students· with
worst time for Western. This
less. money.
would have been the year the
university received its financial rewards for increasing
OUR V1EW; Let's
enrollment and meeting other
prepare for whatever
state goals.
may come in the next
Instead administrators are
budget and make sure ·
lamenting their bad luck and
scrambling to find ways lo
our campus doesn't
fund increased enrollment on
get more crowded.
the Hill. "We're going to have
to pay for it out of our hide,"
Ransdell said in a meeting
Ransdell won't use the
words "enrollment cap," but
Friday.
We would like to remind we will. This year's admission
our campus leaders that the standards have been set, but
reason parents tell their chil- Western needs to be more
dren life's not fair isn't selective in the future.
There are lots of possibilibecause they're being mean.
It's a lesson in being prepared. ties. None are ideal, but they
Don't get us wrong. W~'re are better than the alternative
proud that last fall you all - having a campus with thourealized Western might not get sands more students than it
the payoff it dese rved You can hold, classes with too few
pulled aside the additional seats, and teachers with too
tuition revenue from 2,000 little time. to give their stunew students and used it to dents personal attention.
save the university from havBeyond setting an enrolling to steal from its academic ment limit or upping the ACT
budgets in the coming year. requirement, administrators
For that, we're glad.
may need to take another look
But there are still prob- at programs that aren't maklems. Last year Western had a ing the grade, or even considrecord number of students on er offering less financial aid
the Hill, and students felt the - a huge factor for students
crunch in parking and regis- deciding on which college to
tration. The teacher-to-stu- attend.
dent ratio has jumped from
These options aren't at the
about 17-to-l to about 20-to-1 top of anyone's list, but when
in the last few years. And we 're faced \\-ith a quantity
wh1le program budgets were versus quality problem, we
saved from the blade, the uni- pick quality. We think you
versity can't pay for the addi- should too.
tional teachers, buildings and
Our low teacher-to-student
resources that thousands of ratio and our hands-on classes
new stu·dents require.
are a few of the things that
That means Western folks make us special. And as we've
just have to eat it for now recently discovered, life's not
especially· at our South and fair. The only way we can
exte nded campuses, which make sure to protect these
have taken on 80 percent of things is to do it ourselves.
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Letter to the Editor
Heavenly gratitude
I would like to first of all compliment you and all those who
work at the College Heights Herald
on the quality of the paper.
The Herald is informative and
not only a source of news and
information for students, b ut it
also keeps people of the city aware
of what is happening on the Hill. I
am continually impressed with the
commitment of the students in
helping to make WKU a quality
university by their involvement in
so many different areas on campus.
The local community is definitely enriched by the music, arts
and sports programs, and the

· Western is your school.
The Herald is your
newspaper.
And, more than any other,
this 1s your -page Ifs here for
you to ,oice your opinions on
anything you see fit.
Since it's yo\U page, we need
yoar writing to fill it That
means. commentaries
on politics,

F4~~N. j __

There's a new salon in Bates. What
else should Wes1:_.n have?

untold hours the students ofTer in
community service, not to mention
the enthusiasm for life that students bring to the area.
I see this involvement in other
areas of the Hill, and I would like
by means of this letter to publicly
thank the members of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity. When my
neighbor Sam Rabold was ill, the
SAE's helped his daughter in so
many ways to care for him. They
were always on call to help and
they responded generously with
their time.
Many of them study frequently
at the Catholic Campus Center, and
they are an invaluable help to me
whenever I need assistance in any
way.

The SAE's are "good neighbors"
in a scriptural sense in the way
they help others. When Mr. Rabold
died, I thanked the SAE's in my
homily at his funeral. However, l
felt that their service should be
acknowledged in another way.
Students of the Catholic
Campus Center also helped provide assistance for Mr. Rabold, and
their help and the SAE's n eighborly presence are just one way I see
the commitment of the WKU students being of service in the local
community.
Than.ks to all of you for making
this city and world a better place.

campus event6 and everyday
life. Commentaries should fall
somewhere between 400 and
IQOO words - wbateve.r it
takes to get your point across
in an entertaining and infor-
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Remember Lemox
I 8 II will be
open until
10:00 P.M.
on Tuesday.

-

-

REMEMBER Lemox I 8 II

WILL NOT be undersold!
IZ40 Center St.
I

III Old Morgantown Rd.
EXTENDED HOURS: RUSH
MON -FRI: 8 AM •8 PM
SATURDAY: 9AM • sPM
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Physics Institute sanction lifted
BY KATE DITTMEIER

Herolil reporter
A cease and desist order issued
by the Kentucky Cabinet for
Health Services against Western's
Applied Physics Institute Nov. 9
was lifted Dec. 12.
The physics institute was
tagged with the order after a state
and university investigation found
that the institute was noncompliant with the university's radioactive materials license.
The violation involved the use
of a neutron generator Nov. 6 in
the parking lot of the Applied
Physics Institute annex on
Nashville Road, according to the
notice of violation sent Nov. 13 by
Ed Lohr, supervisor of the
Radioactive Materials Section for
Radioactive Health and Toxic
Agents Branch.
Following the investigation, t he
university's R adiation Safety
Committee sent nunJerous recommenda tions for corrective actions
to the Kentucky Cabinet for Health
Services.
T he action s a re as follows:
Doug Hum phrey, a physics and

astronomy professor. and George
Vourvopoulos, director of the
institute, are suspended for six
months from performing any
experiments that fall under the
university's radioactive materials
license. President Gary Ransdell
also submitted a letter to investigators that stated Mary Reynolds,
Western's radiation safety officer,
and the university's RSC will oversee all radiation safety programs
and license issues.
The committee will also create
and approve a radiation work permit before any further work is
completed at the institute under
the university's license and
Reynolds wlil perform internal
audits of the physics institute
more frequently.
The university's Radiation
Safety Manual will also be revised
by Reynolds and the committee.
"We've been working hard on
developing new forms and procedures, and I would anticipate we'll
have that finished before the end
of the semester," said Gene Tice,
vice president for Student Affairs
and Campus Services.
Gwenda Bond, public informa-

tion officer for the Health Services
Cabinet, said the university will be
in charge of carrying out each of
its proposed actions
"As far as the department is
concerned, the incident is concluded,'' Bond said
However, Bond said the state
will do more frequent routine
safety checks of the institute
because of the November incident.
"They probably will pay special
attention to make sure the proper
protocol is followed," Bond said.
"It's very important for the state to
be able to regulate the use of
devices that emit radiation, for
obvious reasons."
However, Tice contended that
safety was never an issue.
"The public was never in danger in this particular situation,'' he
said.
Vourvopoulos called the situation a compliance issue and a misunderstanding.
"It was interpreted by m any
that it could be used in the parking
lot," Vour vopoulos said . "(Th e
License) bas many terms a nd many,
many articles, so it was an inte rpre tation."
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Western, city
rework financing plan
ARENA:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT P AGE

us ing t he student at hle tics fee.
Western and the city were
forced to r evise and then r eapprove the ag r eemen t i n
December. L egi s lators we r e
concerned a bout the t ran sfe r of
any state funds on a renovation
th at has yet to receive autho rization from the state. The concerns
forced the universi ty a n d city
commissioners to rethink the
financing of the renovation.
Weslern had planned lo complete some initial work o n
Diddle prior to General
Assembly approval. They were
anticipating the conclusion of
the renovation by next fall , but
changed its course to appease
lawmakers.
The state has ordered that no
work be completed on Diddle
until approval comes from the
General Assembly. The state will
also oversee all bidding involved
with the renovation.
Since Western and the city
will not be able to complete any
imtial work on Diddle before
state approval, the renovation's
completion date has been
delayed close to a year.
The delay has also caused the
project to shift from two phases
to three so that academic and
athletic schedules will coincide
with the renovation. It will start
in March.
President Gary Ransdell said
the three-phase construction
process can begin as soon as "we
get the governor's signature on
the bill."
John Osborne, vice president
for Campus Services and
Facilities, said after legislative
approval, bids will be accepted
for design consultants.
Phase one of the renovation is
Likely to begin this summer and
is tentatively scheduled to end
before next fall.
The construction of 16 suites,
concession areas, restrooms,
video boards, e lectrical boards
and a new parking lot across

from Diddle o n the other side of
the ra ilroad trac ks will all b e
i nclude d i n phase o ne, according to Osborne.
Phase two will begin dur ing
the 2002 academic year and will
e n tai l i mp roveme nts t o the
a re n a's exterior and the construction of a n auxiliary gym.
Improve ments to the ceiling,
seati ng a nd floor of Diddle will
make up phase three of the project, which is scheduled to start
after the completion of the men's
and women's basketball season
in 2002.
The one year delay has
already caused some trouble for
Wester n. Student organizations
were looking for concerts to host
in the renovated arena, but have
since slowed that search.
Western was also set to host the
2002 Sun Belt Volleyball
Tournament, but traded that
date with Florida International.
They will now host the tournament in two years.
Western stil l plans to host
both the men's and women's basketba 11 Sun Belt Conference
Tournament Championship.
"The turnout for these events
is what is driving us," Osborne
said.
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Snowshoe Mountain R esort

in West Virginia

WEEKEND EXPRESS
February 8 - 10, 2002
This year we will be staying in the Spruce Lodge right in the center of all the
action! The Lodge rooms contain two double beds and standard hotel amenities.
(More than two per room means you must share beds ~r sleep on the floor.)

Cost*:

Adult:
Students w/ ID:
Children 12 & Under:

2/Room
$269.00
$259.00
$249.00

3/Room
$249.00
$239.00
$229.00

4/Room
$229.00
$219.00
$209.00

*Includes lift tickets, hotel accommodations, and bus transportation to and from the slopes

A $100 deposit will hold your spot
See Nat's for complete details.
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Phone Student-to-faculty ratio rising sharply
code is
scrapped
Enrollment growth puts
strain on faculty
BY M A I HOANG

Herald reporter

B Y

J.

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
Making a local telephone call
may be less complicated for
Western students this semester.
A seven-digit personal billing
number required to make an off.
campus call from a dorm room
was scrapped Jan. 8 by university officials.
The system had been initiated in August, but was shortlived because of the inconveniences it caused.
Students will now only need
the authorization code to make
long-distance calls from their
dorm rooms.
According to David Beckley,
director of Network Computing
and Communications, the sevendigit code was abandoned primarily because of the annoyances it created for users.
"That was a hassle," Beckley
said. " I don't think anyone
would say that it wasn't."
Directions outlining the new
system were distributed in
August. Frankfort sophomore
Jillian Jackson was one student
who scoffed at the new requirements.
"I had to always use the
directions," Jackson said. " I
never memorized mine. I looked
at it every time I dialed out."
Jackson was particularly
annoyed by the issue because of
her position on the BatesRunner hall council. As president, she was on the phone several times a week arranging different activities.
Beckley said the code system
was originally established to
pinpoint the origin of a number
of local telephone calls that
totaled nearly $5,000 and were
mysteriously charged to the university.
Several of the charges have
still not been cleared. Western
is discussing the issue with
BellSouth, the university's local
service provider.
"We're still in the process of
trying to clear up some of the
old (calls)," Beckley said. "Some
of those I think are from telemarketers and there are some
outgoing calls that can be made
that have charges on them."
Beckley said that the sevendigit PBN was beneficial in
attempting to track phone calls
charged to Western's bill, but
the hassles caused by the sy,tem
clearly outweighed its !•~p -"~
Students expressed dis Ii ke
for the code, according to a
Residence Hall Association survey passed out la st semester
regarding the PBN.
Louisville sophomore Patrick
Englert, president of RHA, said
results from the survey were
staggering. It was sent to nearly
4,500 students living on campus.
Englert said 1,838 surveys
were returned, and 1,465 students - 79.7 percent - voiced
that they were tired of using the
code.
Although the university has
done away with the system, officials are still discussing plans
on how to successfully combat
the charges made to Western.
While the origins of many of
the phone calls charged to
Western are still undetermined,
some have been traced back to
campus and appear to be deliberately charged to the university
by students. Beckley stresses
that those instances have been
rare.
"I think most of the charges
are not things done deliberately," Beckley said. "So, at this
point in time, we are not trying
to track any individuals."
Beckley would not comment
on how the calls were made, citing an interest in limiting their
occurrence.

Western easily exceeded the
enrollment goals the Council on
Postsecondary Education set for
higher education institutions in
1998. But now, in a year expected
to be the payoff, it's not reaping
the promised monetary rewards.
Higher education fell victim
in December to the recent budget cuts sweeping the state. The
cuts are intended to make up for
a $500 million state budget shortfall.
For Western, the state's
fastest-growing university, the
cut in funding has meant an
inability to hire new faculty to
counter the drastic increase in
student enrollment.
The result: a student-to-faculty ratio that has increased nearly
20 percent since 1998.
Three years ago, Western had
a 16.8-1 ratio. Each class averaged about 17 students per
instructcr.
The ratio has risen to 20 students per instructor because of
the r ecent surge in Western's
enrollment.

Luther Hughes, associate vice
president for enrollment management, said the university has
not hired faculty at the rate of
Western's enrollment growth.
Western experienced a 26
percent increase in its applicant
pool from last year, which was a
record year for the university.
Money had to be allotted to
make up for the $1.4 million budget cut despite nearly $2 million
in enrollment gains.
According to John Petersen,
associate vice president for academic affairs, the increased
ratio has made it difficult for
Western to maintain its goal of
keeping class sizes "within reason" and avoiding mass lecture
classes.
"The enrollment pressures
combined with the inadequate
resources (is) putting pressure
on us to move away from the goal
of keep class sizes small /' he
said.
Provost Barbara Btuch said
the increased ratio has had a
considerable
impact
on
Western's faculty. She said faculty are taking on more duties
while having less time to complete them.
"Most faculty teach more sections and teach more students,"
she said. " It leaves less time for
faculty to do research and scholarly activities."
The impact of an increased

ratio has var ied throughout
Western's academic departments.
The English department
chose not to increase class section sizes despite the growth in
the number of students.
"These classes are intense
writing classes," English department head Linda Calendrillo
said. "Students need individual
attention. They can't get it if
the r e's too many students in
class."
Biology department head
Richard Bowker said his department chose to increase the sizes
of its classes in response to the
enrollment growth. He said be
doesn' t think the department
sacrificed quality to do so.
"There's very little literature
that shows any relationship
between class size and learning
in content-driven introductory
courses in sciences," he said.
While Western is dealing with
the increase in its student-toteacher ratio, some state universities have not experienced a
similar problem.
In the last three years,
Eastern Kentucky experienced a
decrease in its student-to-faculty
ratio. In 1998-1999, Eastern's
ratio was 30-to-l. Last year, that
number had dropped to 27.4-to-l.
Elizabeth Wachtel, associate
vice president for planning and
assessment at EKU, expects the

ratio to go up after the university
experienced an enrollment
increase in last fall.
,
Meanwhile, the University of
Kentucky has maintained a ratio
between 16-to-l and 17-to-1 - a
fluctuation of less than 1 percent
in the last few years, said Barry
Rankin, an institutional reporter
and survey coordinator for UK.
"Based on history, it's likely
not to change drastically over a
short period of time," Rankin
said.
But administrators at Western
hope the ration won't get out-ofhand.
"We haven't gotten to the
point of the quality of instruction
suffering," Hughes said. "We're
just on the brink of that. We
don't want to get to that brink."
Burch agrees.
"We cannot keep growing and
doing more without getting more
resources to support it," she
said. "We will endanger maintaining the quality we are committed to."
Petersen is optimistic that
adequate state funding will come
in the next few years and help
Western return to the 16.8-1
ration the university experienced just a few years ago.
" I'm optimistic the state will
be able to come up with the
funds at the level we have the
students," he said.

after this, the corporate ladder

will. be a piece of

[cake].

In Army ROTC, you'll get to do stuff that'll challenge you, both physically and
mentally. In the process, you'll develop skills you can use in your career, like
thinking on your feet, making smart decisions, taking charge. Talk to your Army

ROTC representative. You'll find there's nothing like a little climbing to help
prepare you for getting to the top.

AR MY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

APPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP TRAINING
AND ARMY OFFICER OPPORTUNITIES!
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HIGHER: Other state schools mu·st cut more
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CPE. "There's just not a tot of money. It's a
problem the governor and the general assembly will have to deal with."
In order to pay for the $18.5 million cut, each
higher education institution in Kentucky was
forced to cut its budget nearly 2 percent. Some
adjustments were made for schools who had
met enrollment goals set by CPE..
For Western, which exceeded those goals,
that meant a $1.1 million cut of its operating
budget. Other universities across the state took
larger cuts including the University of
Kentucky and the University of Louisville.
Another $350,000 to $400,000 earmarked for
maioteoance and operation was also cut from
Western's budget.
The current budget cut is the largest higher
education has su!Tered since 1992-1993, when
$42 million was sliced. This year's $18.5 million
cut makes up about 3.5 percent of the state's
total budget shortfall this year.
Sue Hodges Moore, executive president for
CPE, said most schools were anticipating the
cut.
Ransdell and Western's administrative
council had been planning for such a budget
cut. As a result, no campus budgets were cut
because of the state's financial situation.
Earlier in the semester, the administrative
council decided to bank the $2 million in new
r evenue brought by the 1,200 student enrollment increase.
"We saved that money because we weren't
sure we could dodge that budget cut,'' Ransdell
said. "Were it not for the budget cut, we could
do a lot to respond to the e nrollment growth."
Around 1997, colleges and universities
across the state were asked by CPE to increase
their enrollments and promised monetary

rewards for their growth.
Since that time, Wester n has become the
fastest-growing university in the state.
Because of the rapid growth spurt, Western
supports nearly 2,000 more students than the
1998 state budget was created to support.
"When we started growing in 1997 and 1998,
we did so on the assumption that state revenues
would grow as well," Ransdell said.
Western faced its first setback in November
when the CPE approved only a $5.5 million
request to fund Western's enrollment growth.
Earlier estimates showed Western needed $25
million to equal the operating budgets oflts
benchmark institutions.
The CPE also approved Western's request of
$58 million for capital renewal and deferred
maintenance.
Ransdell said it is unlikely Western will get
money for any of those needs.
"We thought, 'This is the payoff year for us.
This is the year we would be rewarded,"'
Ransdell said. "Now we're paying it out of our
hide."
He added that Robbin Taylor, director of
Governmental Relations for Western, would be
negotiating in Frankfort to see if any more
money could be provided for Western's recent
enrollment growth.
Despite the setbacks, Western did receive
$663,500 this year from an $8 million fund for
retention and growth funded by the state.
Angela Martin, vice preside nt of ffoance for
CPE, said that each university received money
from the trust fund this year, even if they did
not reach their rete ntion and growth goals.
A similar plan was included in next year's
budget, but because of fhe economy, Martin
said she did not know if the trust fund would
survive,

"We have choices to make,'' Ransdell said.
"Do we continue to grow and use tuition money
or do we limit our growth?"
Next year's freshman class is expected to be
approximately 3,000 students, and Ransdell has
estimated an enrollment as high as 17,000.
Ransdell said the university may be more
selective of students admitted to Western in the
future in order to grow at a more modest rate.
Changes to enrollment policies may have to
come farther down t he road. Western has
a lready begun accepting student applications
for Fall 2002, and would not be able to implement such a change until Fall 2003, at the earliest.
Provost Barbara Burch said if Western continues to accept additional students, the quality
of an education at the university may suffer.
"It's kind of like packages," Burch said.
"You can hold them. But you can't hold them
for long without something giving."
Burch fears that what will give might be faculty at Western. She said due to 2,000 additional students over four years, Western n eeds
more faculty.
The additional students have resulted in
heavier faculty workloads that have cut into the
time they are able to devote to students, scholarships and study.
Burch also said that without additional
funding, providing adequate salaries for faculty, may also become a problem. She said hiring
faculty for a university busting at its seams, and
w,U:out the promise of a quality salary,
becomes a problem.
Lastly, Burch said the availability of
resources has also become a problem. She said
the university needs a.higher operating budget
in order to meet the educational needs of all
faculty, staff and students.

News Briefs
Flu shots available at
Health center
If you are wanting to avoid the
achy feeling and cough associated with the flu, there are about 60
more flu shots available at
Western's Stude nt Health Center.
The center is offering the vaccines to Western students, faculty, staff and their family members
on a first come, first served basis.
The shots are not available for
family members that are children
because there is no pediatrician
on staff at the health center.
Vaccines will be available
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, and 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. on Fridays at the Health
Center for $5.
Influenza is normally a temporary disease but can become lifethreatening if not treated, according to information at the health
center. Anyone who has had a
serious allergic reaction to eggs
or to a previous dose of the vaccine or who has a history of
Guillain-Barre Syndrome should
talk to their doctor before getting
the shot, the health center recommended.
The health center received
the vaccines at the beginning of
December, after expecting them
in early October. The delay was
caused from manufacturing
delays experienced nationwide.
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Features
Lexir1gtor\ sophomoreKathu \Xlebb is readu
to trade ir\ Pir\R Flouct for a blacR habit
Bv

K ATE CORCORAN

Herald reporter
Sitting at Starbucks, Kathy
Webb is a one-person island.
While the freckled sophomore
from Lexington chats about her
life goals, two actors on the soap
opera playing behind her lock
lips in a passionate smooch.
Outside the window, a couple
walks by, the guy's hand stuck
comfortably in the girl's back
pocket. A car full of guys cruise l;>y
with the bass turned up and the
angry lyrics blaring.
Ordinarily this scene is nothing more than students enjoying
warm weather, but seeing them
while listening to Webb might as
well be the definition of irony.
This 19-year-old's career goals
are far from average. She's going
to be a nun - as in a life dedicated to God, no more listening to
Pink Floyd and never having sex.
A nun.

In the beginning
Webb had the fir~t inkling she
might be called by God as a 15year-old at a religious conference.
Her friend's then-boyfriend
leaned over during a meditation
time and said, " I don't know why
I'm telling you this, but you need
to think about being a nun."
Webb believes that was a message from God.
And the messages didn't stop
there. Since that day, the possibility of being a nun has been in the
back of her mind. Every time she
began to seriously consider the
idea, another sign has popped up:
a long-lost friend asking if she
was still considering the idea, or
meeting another person who
would pass along a message to her
from God.

" I don't believe in coincidences," she said. "He (God)
brings it up through other people all the time."
She told some friend s about
her plans r ecently and one
woman started laughing, thinking it was a joke. But Webb is
u sed to seeming ·different; she
has good friends in the Baptist
Student Union who refer to her
affectionately as 'Kathy the
Catholic.'
"I never knew much about
the Catholic faith until I talked
to her," Sabrina Green said.
Green, a 19-year-old fresh. man from Gallatin, Tenn., was
raised .Methodist and now considers herself Baptist. But she
said Webb never makes her or
her other non-Catholic friends
feel awkward.
"She loves her faith, but she
doesn't look at me and say
'You're not Catholic. I can't be
friends with you,"' Green said.
Finding a religious calling
might seem strange to most college studen ts._ but it makes
sense to Webb.
" I have such a love, such a
strong desire (for God) that it
scares me," she said. "This is
not the norm. A 19-year-old girl
doesn't say this. I've never been
one to look at wedding dresses."
Webb has had two serious
relationships , but neither
worked out. Having been
though a serious relationship is
a prerequisite to joining most
religious orders, so potential
candidates understand what
they are giving up. We bb said
she had a friend who was
turned away from being a
SEE C AL L ,
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Edward Linsmier/Herald
Lexington sophomore Kathy Webb prays at the Sunday morning service at Holy Spirit Catholic

Church. Webb is currently in the discernment, or deep reflection, stage of becoming a nun.

Corcoran's story: The new kid Flag football teams
compete at nationals
Kate Corcoran
I have a problem.
I'm the new What's Your Story?
person, and I'm supposed to introduce myself in the hopes that you'd
feel like you know me if I ever
called you (more about that in a
minute). Like almost everyone, I'm
not s ure if I have a story to tell.
If you don't remember the column's beginning, we pick a student
at random by opening Western's
phone book and spinning a staff

Thanks to my dad's job, my fammember around like they're aiming for a piiiata. Then they close ily's F ord Taurus has wound its
their eyes and point to a name.
way to 11 homes over the past 21
If you're the lucky winner, I call years.
you and you tell me a story of your
In a way, seeing so much of the
life: how you got a concussion, why country was a good way to grow up.
you love your mama, how you dis- I read Huck Finn on the banks of
covered your allergy to tomatoes, the Mississippi in Iowa, and in
whatever has affected you.
North Carolina, my friend and I
Last semester Taylor Loyal had dug a hole in my back yard looking
great successes with this formula. for pirate treasure after we
He's passing the torch to me now, learned about the legendary
which is why I'm trying to rack my Blackbeard who had lived nearby.
brains - I can't think of anything
My family is the only one I know
monumental, so I'll just start with who tells time by place. 'We've had
the little things.
that
flower
vase
since
I've been a vegetarian for three • Massachusetts' means I was a baby
years. I've never sneezed just once, when we got it. A person we've
they come out in bursts of seven or known 'since Florida' means I was
eight. I spent the past semester 3 and my twin brother and sister
interning at a magazine in London. were newborns. 'The house on
But the purpose of this column Golden Valley Drive' means I was
is to find out what's affected the still at Grant Wood Elementary in
subject the most, so I guess for me Iowa.
that would mean being the new
kid.
S EE S T OR Y , PAG E 11

B Y ZACH MILL.S

Herald reporter
While most Hilltoppers
spent the last week of 2001
away from the stress of competition, some Western students
traveled to the Big Easy to play
in a fl ag football tournament
that proved to be tougher than
expected.
From Dec. 28 thro ugh Dec.
31, two of Western's flag. football teams, Winning Tradition
and Phi Beta Paydirt, ~ere
amo ng 130 other teams that
competed in six d ifferent d ivisions for th e title of F lag
Football National Champion in
New Orleans, La.
Western's Winning Tradition
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came the closest to c laiming
that title .
Winning Tradition w'on the
first three games they played,
outscoring their opponents 20-0
each time.
Jana Wright, a senior from
Franklin, Te nn. , was one of the
players from Winning Tradition
who hel ped shut out the first
th ree te ams they played.
"We had good defense, we
had good offense, and that's
what did it," she said. "The
defense was always ther e ."
If the team began to slack,
Coach Eric Beason, a Louisville
senior, simply told his defense
that he wanted to •!hear• the
SEE FLA G,
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Astronomy department reaching outer limits
B Y AMBER SIGMAN

Herald reporter
Students from the Bluegrass
state are joining scientists from
around the world in an effort to
search for life on other planets.
Students Training
for
Achievement in Research Based
on Analytical Space-Science
(STARBASE) is a unique program
offered
to
both
Hilltoppers and gifted highschool students from the state.
According
to
Charles
McGruder,
head
of the
Department of Physics and
Astronomy, the objective of
STARBASE is to inspire students to be involved in science
and :mgineering through handson research.
In order to get more practice,
Hilltoppers use a massive telescope located on a farm off
Russellville Road, 12 miles from
Western's campus.
The building features a rotating ceiling with a window for
the telescope's best access to
view the universe. Its sister.
telescope, outside of Tucson,
Ariz. , is being used to assist
daily observations in Arizona's
continual clear skies.
With the STARB-ASE program, students are given an
opportunity to access the telescope's viewing area via the
Internet.
"We are pushing this technology to the limits," McGruder
said.
Mt. Sterling junior Whitney
Wills became the· first studen t
trained to operate the telescope. She said she enjoys the
experience of working with a 24inc h telescope , and with the
instructors of the program.
"They really trust me," she
said.
There are curre ntly four students trained to operate the
telescope , with five more in
mind for future training.
"This is an important part of
education, rather than reading
a textbook," physics and astronomy professor Richard Hackney
said.
The STARBASE project was
put into action in 1998 by
McGruder and other members
of the astronomy department,
including Hackney and Michael
Carini, director of the Bell
Astrophysical Observatory.
Senator Mitch McConnell
raised approximately $200,000
appropriated through funds
acquired from NASA to refurbish Weste rn 's 24-inch telescope, which will soon be fully
robotic.
The funding McConnell
obtained from NASA helped
McGruder and his col leagues
begin to reach their goals.
One goal of STARBASE is to
find out if we are truly alone in
the universe.
"The prerequisite in achieving this is to find planets which
revolve around other stars, "
McGruder said.
The discoveries of planets
outside our galaxy would not
only prove their existence, but
also the possibility of other life
forms.
The second goal is to find ·
active galactic nuclei, which
causes scienti sts to believe a
b lack hole exists. This nuclei,
found within t h e un iverse's
environ ment, produces enor mous amounts of energy.
According to McGruder, " the /
ultimate energy source must be
super massive blackholes."
Three steps are involved to
achieve these goals. First, a
network of worldwide tel e scopes must be set up for 24hour surveillance of the skies
on both halves of the earth 's
hemisphere.
Fou r other telescopes are
being set up across the globe in
Israel, liawaii, India and South
Africa. Western's telescope will
connect to this network.

Student balloon flights are
the next step, where balloons
are sent into the sky containing
instruments. This project was
originally set for 2002, but was
achieved in early December.
The third step includes
Western's involvement in space
missions with the discovery of
planets outside our galaxy.
NASA has approved several
projects to help with the third
step.
Kepler is a project approved
by NASA for 2004, where
Western's refurbished telescope
will be used to look for new
planets beyond our solar system.
Glast, another project
approved by NASA and backed
by Stanford University, is set for
2006. In this case, students will
look for a nd monitor gamma
rays. This will help a space craft
to identify these rays in the universe and to view them in light.
According to McGruder,
another program involving
space missions is waiting for
NASA's approval and could
begin in about 10 years. But
because of Western's one-of-akind program, discoveries from
outer space can be made closer
to home.

James Bra11.aman/Herald

Mount Sterling Junior Whitney Mills talks about the Schmit Cassegrain telescope at the Bell
Astrophysical Observatory that Western will use to gather information using the STARBASE
educational program.
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Stop
monkeying
around! Driving from
one store to the next is a drag.
Smart students know where they
can get it all together. If you're
looking for computer stuff, textbooks,
school-logo apparel, snacks, supplies,
magazines and more - insist on ultra-convenient,
one-stop, on-campus shopping!

IT PAYS TO EXPLOI\E YOUR., CAMPUS STOR.E.

University Bookstore
Extended Book Rush Hours
Mon-Fri January 14-18, 7:45-8:30
Saturday January 19, 10:00-4:00
Visit us online 24/7
www.wku.edu/Info/Bookstore ·
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'I love feeling
His presence ... '
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p r iest because he h adn' t e ve r
had a girlfriend.

Finding her balance
}lulling over i mpend ing nunh ood mig ht ma ke a n other s tude nt feel alone in a secu lar
world , but Web b see ms t o be
s u rro u n d e d b y friends a t all
ti mes. He r s tories abo ut getting
messa ges from God - to ld with
t h e no n c h a l a n ce o f so m e one
o rde ring a pizza - are punctua ted with waves and smiles to
frien ds a c r oss the food court.
She d o les out hug s like she's
running for mayor.
" God is my h o bby," she
resumes as another friend is
leaving. " I love feeling His
presence in my life. "
That's a presence that she'll
be sharing with others if she
continues her interest in a religious vocation.
She 's currently in the process of what the Catholic
church calls discernment, a
time of deep reflection. Sister
Elaine Byrne , who has been
with Western' s St. Thomas
Aquinas Newman Center for
the past four yea rs, said each
person sets his or her own dis-

cernment pace. But the a verage
for a woman c o ns ide rin g nunhood i s be tween thre e and five
years, Byrne said.
By rne first felt called a t age
18 and went throu g h s e v en
ye ars o f d i s cernme n t before
b e ing d r a w n t o t he U r s uline
Order of Sisters.
•· A part o f m e w o uld have
l oved to have k i d s." s h e s aid.
" But t his is what I was called to
do."
A lthough her cho ic e wo uld
never lead her to chi ldren of
her own, she is able to foster
r e lationships with student s
through her work and has even
become the namesake for several former student's first-born
babies.
Byrne was originally drawn
to the education aspect of religious life, which is something
she's been able to focus on
since she took her vows in 1971.
Helping others is also a big
draw for Webb.
After she graduates from
Western, with a degree in elementary education, and before
she joins a convent, she wants
to be part of a team of Catholic
youth who go around America,
Canada and Australia giving
retreats. They live in a U-Haul

Edward li11Smier/Herald
Lexington sophomore Kathy Webb believes the bread given to her by Father Brian Johnson will become

the flesh of Jesus Christ when consumed. She took communion Sunday at Holy Spirit Catholic Church.
and spend 24-hours a day
together, "like Road Rules," as
Webb calls it.
God may be the overwhelming force in her life, but she
still makes room for MTV and
pop culture.
Her favorite bands are Def
Tones, Co ldplay and Pink
Floyd. She shops at the Gap and

chews neon green gum.
"Not a lot of t h ings offend
me. I don't want people to be
nervous around me. o r think
'Ob, I can't say that'," she said,
though she concedes with a giggle that she would ' never' listen
to those bands after she takes
her vows.
If she does go through with

JOLn1ng a convent, Byrne
believes Webb will make a wonderful nun.
" She's service- oriented,
inclusive of all kinds of people;
prayerful, spiritual and open to
God," she explained.
She is t h ose things no matter
what music Webb chooses to
listen to.

STORY:

Be ready to tell your tale if the phone rings
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All the shuffling around ,
like pilgrim s with Plymouth
Rock j ust o ut of reach, has
made my family ridiculously
close.
I thi nk it' s -also -sharpened

my observations.
T he new kid h as ce r tain
thi ngs the y know to listen for
w hether to call i t pop o r s o da,
o r in Ke n t u cky, Co ke even if

the beverage is in fact a Sprite.
They have to Learn where to
shop, where the main roads are
and how their new world fits
together all in a very short
period of time.
But even t he best chamel eon
kid can't create a hi:story with
th eir cla ssmates.
They can o nly sit by a nd list en to memorie s abo ut w h o
s tarte d t h e ch icken pox outb reak in ki n dergarten.

Compounding t h e mediocre
tragedy of a nomadic childhood, I was a mortally shy kid.
On my first day of second
grade, I pretended I was deaf
so I wouldn't have to talk to
a nyo ne.
I wa:s--not thinking that, hey,
i f I we r e d e af, my mom might
have me n tione d it to t he teacher.
I als o insisted on wear ing
white s hirts with b l ue jea ns

because I figured, oddly, they
would make me blend in best.
To be honest, I still get a little nauseous when I talk to people for the first time.
Despite this fact, I've decide d t o g o into a pro fe ss i on
where talking to s trangers is a
pre re quisite.
T h a t's w here you come in.
If I c'all you this semester,
please keep an o p e n mind
about sharing your li fe with

me.
You have a story to tell; I've
never met someone who
does n 't .
And if you answer the phone
and l ' m on the other end,
please be kind. I'll b e feeling a
little queasy.
Each week, Kate picks a random p erson from the student
directory and calls them to ask
"What's Your S tory?" Her series
runs every Tu esday.

CAMPUS BOOKSTORES
LIKE TO STICK IT TO VA.
Shopping for textbooks
shouldn't be a sore
subject.
.f You'll find what you need and

you'll get it up to 50% OFF. Plus,
you'll experience convenient
online shopping 24 hours a day, 7
days a week_No lines. No waiting.
Plus, ecampus.com has one of the largest
used book selections in the world!
Want more cash back? Sell your books
to ecampus.com and watch for the
check in the mail.
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Year-end flurry saves 2001 fdm scene
B Y MI C H EAL COM PT O N

Heraldfilm critic
Like a stud ent who waits until
the l ast minute to study for a
midterm, 2001 was a year when
studios waited until the last
minute to show the year's best
films.
Of the 10 movies on my list,
four were released in the final
three months - incl uding two in
the final week of the year.
UnfortunatelY, most films that
'm ade an impact were such small
releases that a lot of moviegoers
didn't get the chance to see
them.
.
And when yo u add the fact
that some Oscar contenders like
"Black Hawk Down" and
"Monster's Ball" only opened for
a week in New York and Los
Angeles, before going back onto
the shelf for future wider
release, it is easy to see why it
was a frustrating year at your
local multiplex.

Still, there were films worth
seeing and these were the 10
that towered above the rest.
I) Mulholland Drive
Writer/director David Lyn ch's
bizarre tale of Hollywood
dreams a nd nightmares was not
-only the year's best film, it was
also a crowning achievement to
an already stellar Lynch resume..
2) Memento - Writer/director
Christopher Nolan's tal e turns
the conventional l inear p lot line
upside down by telling the story
backwards.
His story of a man who develops a condition where he can't
make new memories after his
wife is raped and murdered was
like looking at a jigsaw puzzle,
mixing it up , putting it back
together, and realizing it was a
completely different picture
than you originally imagined.
3) Hedwig and the Angry Inch "Moulin Rouge" may have gotten
more publicity, but this tale of a
ge nder-bending, punk rock singer
with a botched sex change opera-

tion was easily the year's best
musical.
In a p e rfect world, John
Came r on Mitchell's show-stopping performance would at the
very least ga r ner the actor a
well-deser ved Oscar nomination.
4) Ghos tworld - The movie
for the loser in all of us fe a tured
some of the year's funniest
moments and two of the best performances of the year by Thora
Birch and Steve Buscemi.
5 ) A Bea utif u l Mind Backlash about the film's accuracy has already begun, but the
fact is you can't ignore this film
based on the life of Nobel Prizewinning mathematician John
Nash because of the amazing
performance by Russell Crowe
and the fine supporting work
from Jennifer Connelly.
6) Shrek - The smartest kidfilm in a long time remembered
that parents have to sit through
those films as well.
Eddie Murphy and Mike
Myers ' comedi c timing was as

FLAG: Team reaches quarterfinals
CONTINUED
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music," which is code for a
higher intensity game.
Five teams qualified to represent Western in the tournament, but only two competed.
Western' s Kappa Delta , KA,
and OH 1 NO! teams all qualified for nationals but did not
travel to New Orleans for various reasons inc luding lack of
funds and participat ion .
Making it all the way to the
quarterfinals, Winning Tradition's winning tradition e nded
in a 19-6 loss to Georgia
Southern.
At the end of regulation
time, Winning Trad ition and
Georgia Southern were tied 6-6.
However, in overtime Winning
Tradition came up 13 points
shor t, but managed to claim an
an eighth overall rank out of 27
women's teams.
Losing was personal for
Wright.
"It was frustrating 'cause we
should have won the game, "
she said.
Despite not win n ing a
national championship, one of
the players from Winning
Tradition won All-American
honors.
Joy Strange , a junior from
Fairbanks, Ala., and member of

Winning Tradition, was awarded Second Team Defense.
Strange was the only person
from Western's two teams to
take home an individual award.
"It was a shock," she said .
"I was very surprised, but it
was a good surprise."
Beason was pleased with
Strange's award.
"I'm really proud of her," he
said. "It's reall y tough to make
the All-American team."
Making the All - American
team is no easy feat in the Big
Easy.
This y ear there were 27
women's t e am s with a minimum of seven pl-ayers on each
team. The majority of the players picked for the AllAmerican team tome from the
teams that make the final four.
Winning Tradition only made it
to the quarterfinals.
Beason applauded the
effort of all the girls of
Winning Tradition, although
Strange was the only one of her
teammates to get individua l
recognition.
"They played very well,"
Beason said. "The competition
here is a new level, the best of
the best. I'm really proud of
them, they shut out e ve ry team
they played except the last
one."

Although they qualified for
the tournament in the Big
Easy, Western's Phi Beta
Paydir t, did not share in the
winning tradition, losing all of
their games.
Before the tournament there
were preliminary games which
determined who moved on and
who went home. Phi Beta
Paydirt played two games in
the preliminary round and lost
both.
Brandon Phillips, a junior
from Rockport, Ind., and one of
the players of Phi Beta Paydirt,
said his team played well, but
they still had problems.
"Several of the guys couldn't
go so we had to pick up a few
guys we hadn't played with
before," he said . "The chemistry wasn't there."
Phillips can also vouch for
the steep competition to which
the tournament was host.
"Oh yeah ," Phillips said
laughing. "It' s a different
world down there."
Despite not winning any
games, the trip was not a total
loss for Phillips.
"It was a really good experience meeting different people
and having fun playing football," h e said. " Being in New
Orlean s on New Years Eve is
not a bad deal."

sharp as any other duo in 2001.
with this very funn y comedy
7) Amelie - This whimsical about an unmarried, working
roman tic fable set in Paris was class Brit searching for
so ado r able thanks to a witty romance.
" Ally McBeal"-iike screenplay
While those films were the
and a charming performance by cream of crop, there were severAudrey Tautou,
al films that just missed the list,
8) In the Bedroom - The buzz
yet deserve mention .as well.
is Sissy S pacek needs to p repare
♦ Ocean's 11 the Steven
a speech come Oscar night.
Soderbergh-directed heist picHowever, this story of a cou- ture.
ple coming to terms with the
♦ 0 - the smart adaptation
tragic death of their son features of Shakespear e's "Othello."
three other performances ♦ My Life as a House it
most
notably from
Tom featured two outstanding perWilkinson and Marisa Tomei formances by Kevin Kline and
that are just as powerful.
the soon-to-be Anakin Sky9) Sexybeast -This British tale
walker, Hayden Christiansen.
of a retired mobster lure d back
♦
Baby Boy
John
for one more job can easily be Singleton's best film in a
described as "Soprano" lite. But decade.
the film still packs a solid punch
♦ -The cocaine-frenzied bio
and a hilarious ·performance by _Blow.
Ben Kingsley as a no-nonsense,
"Mulholland Drive," "Lord of
hard-nosed, mafia grunL
the Rings," or even "Freddy Got
10) B ridget Jones' Diary Fingered," what was your favorite
Anyone who doubted Renee movie of 2001? Send Micheal your
Zellweger's acting ability was choices at Cdelgad.o6@aol.com or
given further proof of her talent call him at 745-6291.

Around Campus
Memorial Scholarhip Fund. The
money raised wi ll help several
cheerleaders pay their tuition.
Coy was a cheerleader and
Big Red mascot who died in an
automobile accident in 1998. The
scholarship fund s e t up by her
friends and family is t he first for
cheerle aders a t Western.
- Kate Corcoran

Cheerleaders to serve at
Red Lobster
Western's cheerleaders will
be taking over Red Lobster from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m., and 5 to 8 p.m.
Thursday. They will be serving
food at the restaurant at 2525
Scottsville Road to raise donations for the Stacey Coy
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Sports
Trio sparks
sellout win
Slumping Videnov hits s three-pointers
in fourth straight victory
C.
Herald reporter

B Y MALCOLM

KNOX

The H illtoppers still don't have Chris Marcus. who is
recovering from a stress fracture in his left ankle, but
they keep finding a way to get it done.
A trio of Hilltoppers (14-3 overall, 4-1 Sun Belt
Conference) put the team over the top Sunday in Diddle
Arena in what Coach Dennis Felton called one of the best
team performances of the season. In its fourth consecutive
win, and third in the Sun Belt, Western defeated the New
Mexico State Aggies 83-67 before a sellout crowd of 8,178.
"There's not many clubs that can lose a 7-foot-l player
and keep doing what they've been doing," Aggies coach
Lou Henson said . "This team is better now than they
\Vere last year with Mar cus."
Junior guard Filip Videnov led Western with a careerhigh 19 points, includi ng h itting all five of his three-point
attempts. Videnov made four of 13 field goal attempts rn
the Hilltopp ers' two previo us games.
"This was the lime my shot came back,'' Videnov said.
"I shot with confidence. I didn't know if it was going in. I
just shot it."
Vtdenov sta rted the game matched agai ns t the Aggies'
leading scorer, senior guard E r ic
Channing. Channing, who averages 14.6
points per game, was held to five Sunday
Videnov also had one block.
"I t hink h is defe nse ki nd of got hi m
started," Felton said of Videnov.
- T ~ A ggte'MOt> k :rt3~
tl!ad'--On a itriving layup by forward James Moore with
13:31 remaining in the first half, creating
the game's fourth lead change.
Western guards P atric k Sparks and
Mike Wells, both coming off the benc h , scored the n ext 13
points, including three thr ee-pointers. Western would
not trail t he rest of the game, surging to a 36-23 halftime
lead.
"We scor e immediately off the bench,'' said Sparks, a
freshman. "It was (our role) tonight."
Twenty-four of the Hilltoppers' poi n ts came off the
bench. Western pushed its lead to 21 on two occasions in
the second half.
Sophomore forward Todor Pandov, who had fouI fouls
in each of the games against Austin Peay and LouisianaLafayette, had 15 points, four steals and two fouls in
Sunday's game
"I was just playing calm," Pandov said. "Not r eaching
for the ball - something I normally do."
Junior guard Brandon Mason led the Aggies with 17
points. Moore and guard Dennis Trammell, both sophomores, had 14 each.
Western also won the rebounding battle 38-28. Junior
forward David Boyden led the H illtopper s with seven .
Against Louisiana-Lafayette, Boyden posted a new
career-high of 13 boards.
Videnov had been looking
depressed in the days leading up
to Su nday's game, Pan dov said.

s EE T• 1 o ,

Robyn Larsen/Herald
Junior forward David Boyden shoots over New Mexico State forward James Felder in Western's 83-67 win.
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Marcus says he may Athletes prove to be
return in two weeks superstitious bunch
BY MALCOLM

c.

KNOX

Herald reporter
Twelve--year--old Marcus Flores
of Radcliff held a sign that read
"Get Well Soon Chris," at Western's
game against New l1exko State
Sunday.
"We need him for rebounding,"
F lores said.
Me n's basketball coach De nnis
Felton doesn't know whe n AllAmerican senior cente r Chris
Marcus will be ready to play again.

He says he doesn't even think
about it.
"I don't waste any time thinking
about Chns," Felton said. ''I can't
control when he's commg back. We
don't spend much time talking
about guy~ that 'lren't out there."
The 1:iilltoppers U<t-J overall, 41 Sun Belt Conference) are doing
fine witl).out theiI big man.
Weste rn is second in the East
Division of the SBC behind

Whether they will admit
it or not, curled up in the
belly of every competitive
athlete is at the very least
an hors d'oeu\Te's worth of
superstition when it comes
to all things involving
injury

O UT OF BOUNDS
Kyle Hightower

SEE II AICUI I PAil 15
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It';, hard to spot. In fact,
most athletes te nd to tuck
away tbeiI superstitions
and insecurities the •
same w ay a middle-aged
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Lady Tops adjusting to success
BY MICH.EAL COMPTON

Herald repo,ter
Even though the season has
reached the midway point, the
Lady Toppers and head coach
Shawn Campbell continue to
adjust to each other.
"As a young coach you want to
come in and dominate, but this
game is won and lost by the players," Campbell said. "Part of my
learning is listening more to the
players' suggestions and allowing
them to respect the staff, yet have
the ability and independence to
make decisions on the court on
their own."
The adjustments have proven
to be successful as 15 games into
the Campbell era the Lady
Toppers are 9-6 (3-1 in the Sun
Belt Conference), having won
nine of their last 12, including a
convincing 82-67 win over New
Mexico State Saturday night in
Las Cruces, N.M.
Unlike November's early
struggles, Western finds itself in
position to not only contend, but
perhaps win the Sun Belt
Conference East Division.
Campbell said the team's play
is right where it needs to be at
this point in the season.
"You have to look at it from
the standpoint of a car r unning on
eight cylinders. Right now we are
at about five o r six," Campbell
said. "The thing is, you don·t want
to peak too early."'
Western went 6-2 during
Christmas break, with the only
defeats coming to Louisiana Tech
and a controversial loss to Su n
Belt Conference foe F l orida

International, in which Campbell
was ejected for the second time
this season.
According to Sun Belt rules,
Campbell's ejection meant he was
required to serve a one-game suspension, which he served during
the Lady Toppers' 76-51 win
against Louisiana-Lafayette
Thursday night.
Despite the Lady Toppers'
recent success, Campbell said
there is still cause for concern.
Western is last in the conference
in r ebounding margin and team
defense.
"Our concerns are pretty much
the same as they have been since
the beginning of the year, but I
don ·t see them as pressing
because I do see us going forward," Campbell said.
Campbell adjusted the starting
line-up over Christmas break to
address the team's problems with
rebounding a n d defending.
Junior cent~r Tiffiany Diggins has
started the last eight games, while
junior Kris t ina Covington and
sophomore Leslie Logsdon
recently swapped position s on t he
floor, with L ogsdon seeing more
time in the paint and Covington
moving outside to the wing.
The move has paid off for both
players. Logsdon recorded a doub l e-double again s t LouisianaLafayette and a career-high 21
points Satu rday at New Mexico
State, w bile Covington pulled
down a team- high 11 boards in
Satur day's contest.
Logsrlon said she was uncertain about being able to adjust to
the new role, but said the Lady
Toppers are capable of exploiting

the role offensively.
"It works for us offensively
because I don·t think most post
players match-up well against
us," Logsdon said. ''Against
Lafayette the post player was bigger and not able to guard me.
New Mexico played a 2-3 zone for
most of the game and it allowed
me to cut lo the basket and get a
lot of easy looks."
The Lady Toppers are in a
position where they can't afford
to lose many more games, but are
still in a position that every night
isn't a must-win situation.
"The biggest thing we find in
the Sun Belt is t hat we win two
games over the weekend but our
RPI drops," Campbell said.
"Maybe the overall record doesn't
show how good our conference is,
but we are in a pretty good conference."
The conference schedule continues Thursday as Western travels to .Murfreesboro, Tenn., to face
Middle Tennessee at 7 p.m.
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Powers joins top 10
With her 16-point performance
Thur sday n igh t, senior guard
Natalie Powers moved into t he
top 10 for points in a career, passing Pam Hart, who scor ed 1,375
points from 1976-79. Powers
passed Sbea Lunsford, who
scored 1,386 points from 1996-99,
Satur day n igh t aga inst New
Mexico State. Powers has 1,406
points in her career and needs 31
points to pass Brenda Chapman to
be eighth all-time.
L i llie Mason is the Lady
Toppers' all-time leadin g scorer
with 2,262 points.
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improbab"le conq uest in R u pp
Arena that opened the year.
man does when he sucks in his gut ·
In the week that followed the
to hide tbe extra pounds he is Hill toppers' slaying of the state
gaining.
basketball ogre, fans celebr ated
And if that is the deal for ath- the h istoric victory an d they also
letes, then it would be safe to did what fans love to do - foreassume that at le as t a bowling ba ll cast the fu ture.
bag-size of avoiding black cats and
B ut a l ong witb patting t heir
cracks for the sake ofmomma's back hometown T oppers on t he b a ck,
is rolled up in the mind of most
they also joked about the impossicoaches out there.
ble
Now imagi ne what it must have
___ But wouldn't it be funny if
been like in the brai ns of those Marcus got hurt and Western had to
inside the Western basketball pro- play without him? Would they be
gram dur ing the 2001-2002 presea- able to do it?, a fan theorized while
son.
watching Western's ~ thrashOn one side of the couch are ing of Evansville earlier this seathe players.
son
We'll focus on the most noticeHe s hould h ave knocked on
able of t h ose players - Chris wood.
Marcus.
The impossible happened.
An agile, dominating and legitA stress fracture had sidelined
imate seven-footer, Marcus is the . the Toppers' thoroughbred.
biggest figure to paint such shadThe season was over, wasn't it?
ows of athletic dominance inside
Hardly.
Diddle Arena since the place had
At 14-3, Felton 's Hilltoppers
its air conditioning system are in the midst of their best,
installed.
worst-case scenario in recent
In other words, never has the memory_
Hill seen the likes of a player like
In the big man·s absence
Marcus.
Felton's players have turned
True, over the years Western potential into something that-has been blessed with players of mixed with Marcus' impending
the caliber of Jim licDaniels, return - will be potentially great
Dwight Smith and Clem Haskins, by season's end.
among others. And Felton did
Just look at their .Marcus-less
have Kareem. sort of.
credentials.
·
Western has had its <=hare of
They have won big. They have
rafter-worthy stars. But not until won narrowly.
t!:te WHeadliner From North
And most importantly they are
Carolina" showed up has Western doing the things the, were sure
e\·er been able to sa,·or a national they wouldn't be able to without
~otlight so bright.
him.
It definitely gleamed on that
Bet you never thought that
scoreboard in Alabama last sea- Western would be able to rebound
son, illuminating the Hilltoppers' and control the paint without
victory that day. The win gave !>larcus. did you·J
them
their
first
NCAA
Credit Caleb Halcomb and
Tournament appearance since David Boyden for that one.
1995,
And what about the continualAnd entering this season it ly solid play of veterans like
was not only Felton, but the entire Derek Robinson? The sizzling
Western basketball program, who open floor behavior of Raynardo
stood to bust at the seams with Curry and Patrick Sparks?
another sparkling season from the
In short, Western basketball
NBA-bound, prolific projecl
players are finding they are more
So it was with nail-nibbling than munchkins on Chris Marcus'
angst (hat Western coaches and playground.
fans alike cringed when the news
And their 83-67 pinching of
echoed through their world like a New Mexico State and others in
Paul Revere m1dmght ride· recent weeks show they have been
"CHRIS 11:IARCUS IS HURT!
more than just surviving without
CHRIS MARCUS IS HURT''!.
their star.
Which brings me back to the
They are finding there is room .
superstition found in athletics.
for their hghts to twinkle as well. ,
Let's go back to Western's
Felton and Western have per7
C O N TI N U ED FROM PA GE

severed thro ugh Marcus' inj u ry.
With him back, they will be poised
to grub on t he meat of their conference schedule.
Sometimes I guess it takes a
taste o f A rmageddo n t o provide
you wi th a b lueprint of how you
are going to get to par adise.
H ere's t o h oping Western
d oesn't lose sight of this message
when Marcus does retu r n to the
line up.
But, I think I'll do better than
just hope.
I'll knock on wood.
Kyle Bightower's column appears
on Tuesday and occasionaliy on
Thursday. Youcanreachhimat 7456291 or by e-mail at htowa@hotmaiLcom
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Teammates step up while big man is down

13

Arkansas Little-Rock - "light
years away" from winning the
conference, Felton said.
"We've only played four conference games and we're already
in second place," Felton said.
"We're at the beginning of a
marathon."
Western is 10-2 since Marcus
was diagnosed with a stress fracture in his left ankle. Marcus
played in the Hilltoppers' first
five games before the injury was
diagnosed as a fracture and
Western went 4-1 with their prize
center playing injured.
"When he played those five

games to start the season, he was
badly hobbled," F elton s·aid.
" And to be honest with you
sometimes it hurt us because he
wasn't very good defensively on
that one leg."
Marcus was expected to be
out four to six weeks, according
to a release from Western sports
information dated Dec. 2, 2001.
Sunday marked exactly six
weeks from that date.
"It is expected that he will
return to practice when al 1
involved feel he is ready," read
another release, dated Jan. 10.
"The re is no timetable for his
return to action."
Marcus has been running and

College Heights Herald

For Re n t
..........••...
133& Adams Campus Plaza Apts.
2 & 3 bdrm's available
781-2672 781-7431
Carriage Hill Apartments now
available: clean 2 bdrm ap artments, one block from campus
$410-$440/mo. one year lease,
on-site management 783-8838.
PRE-LEASE NOW! For Dec./Jan.

shooting but not practicing with
the team, and he did not dress
for Sunday's game. Marcus said
yesterday he will probably be
playing in about two weeks.
"It depends how he progresses, how he feels" assistant trainer Mike Gaddie said.
"It's good to be off the crutches," Marcus said. "There's no
pain. That's the good thing about
it. No pain at all."
But there may be a problem
when the 7-footer does get back
on. the floor.
"They're used to playing without me," Marcus said. "When I
come back I don't want to mess
up their system because they've

been win ning. It's going to be
kind of different."
A variety of Hilltoppers have
picked up the slack left by
Marcus' absence. Sophomore forward Todor Pandov and junior
guards Mike Wells and Filip
Videnov, and senior guard Derek
Robinson have posted new
career scoring highs since
Marcus has been down. Both
Robinson and junior forward
David Boyden have set new
career marks for rebounding.
Robinson h as led the team in
rebounding or shared t he lead
three times.
"Some other guys ha ve an
opportunity to get some

Cla~si_fieds
Spring Break

Help Wanted
..••••.........

..............•

•••ACT NOW! Guarantee the
BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. Reps needed...
TRAVEL FREE, EARN $$$.

Group discounts for 6+.
800-838-8203

/ www.leisuretours.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &

rebounds that have to be fought
for harder than if Chr is was
always sucking them up above
the rim, like he's done over his
career ," Felton said.
After missing such a large
chunk of the season,"Marcus says
he'll still most likely enter the
National Basketball Association's draft after this season.
At 7-1, 285 pounds, Marcus has a
phys ique attractive to NBA
teams desperate for an answer to
7-1, 315-pound Shaquille O'Neal.
"Not many teams could take
the hit of losing their only AllAmer ican and go on to keep winning and winning and winning
like we have," Felton said.

Placing classifieds: •Call 745-6287or fax your ad ro 745-2697.
The P.nce: •$5.50 for first 15 words, 25¢ each additional word.
Deadlines: •T uc:sday'.5 paper' is Friday at 4 p.m.
•Thursdays paper 1s Tuesday at 4 p.m.

. Help Wanted

Help Wanted

let Iha bPlrlllCII

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL/
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 214

....••.•... ....

Gain val uable business experience to comple ment your education.
Our corporate headquarte rs in Bowling Green supports 30 locations
nationwide & e-commerce business in the RV camping industry
today. The following co-op positions are now available.

Southland F amily Club is seeking
a mature individual as Manager for
the 2002 season. Lifeguard
certification preferred.
If interested send resume to
Personnel Committee, P .O. Box 601,
B.G. J(Y 42102-0601.

HR Safety & Worker's Compensation Co-op

•..........••••

Coordinate materials for safety compliance programs & reporting of
Worker's Compensation and OSHA paperwork.
Must be currently pursuing degree in Office Administration, Human
781-8144
Resources, Pubic Health or other business related degree .
1-800-234-7007
Requires experience with Microsoft Office. KWSP e ligibility
www
.endlesssummertours.com
Earn
$1000
For
Your
Group.
Work
required.
JUST 5 MINS. TO CAMPUS.
on campus to raise money for your
2 BDRM/$395; 1 BDRM/ $350
student group or organization.
AAAA! Spring Break Panama
New carpet, lots of closets
Internet Development Co-op
City from $129! Boardwalk Room Make your own schedule & earn
storage, pool, on-site laundry.
$5
per
a
pplication.
Please
call
w/
kitchen.
Next
to
Clubs!
Duties
include product maintenance, tracking on-line email, HTML
Call today for details! 781-5471.
1-800-808-7450.
7 Parties Including Free Drinks'
editing, graphic design & custom er support through email.
Daytona $159!
Large apartment! 4 bdrm, 2 full
Requires basic knowledge of Netscape Navigator, Microsoft IE,
springbreaktravel.com
DANCERS WANTED. Flexible
b"aths, large kitchen & living room
HTML editor, Word & Excel.
hours. Best pay in town.
combo. Dishwasher, washer &
1-800-678-6386
~- . ___._.._.._. • .,_ _ _ _ _ _ _..,,C""a"-ll'-'2.,_7,..0:...;-8~4~3:...;-9"'1'-'7~7.._._
dryer. Very close to WKU. Water
furnislied. en 500/mo plus
Human Resources Co-op
AAAA! Spring Break Bahamas
deposit. For more information
Party Cruise! 5 days $2791
Assist
with pre-employment testing, assemble packets for mailing,
cam 270-843-8722 or 270-843-6019 Includes meals & Free Parties!
maintain HR files, prepare training material, data entry & other
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
1 bdrm. 1329-1362 College Street.
SUMMER LEADERSHIP general office duties. Requires experience with Microsoft Office &
Departs From Florida!
$295-$335/mo. 791-7280.
organizational skills. Must maintain a high level of confidenCancun & Jamaica $459!
TRAINING INTERNSHIP! strong
tiality. KWSP eligibility required.
springbrcaktravel.com
Nice 2 & 3 bdrm apts. for rent.
Apply now for the Army
1-800-678-6386
Central heat & air; was her/dryer
ROTC Leader's Training Course Our co-op opportunities are ongoing part-time positions. We are
hookup; dishwasher $400/ $450/mo.
Spring Break Party Cruise! Avoid
Develop your team-building and seeking junior or- beginning senior-level students for the abcve
1304 Kentucky St.
Flight Concerns & Sail From..
openings. We offer part-time benefits including paid holidays &
782-8882 or 843- 3197
decision-making skills while
Florida, 5 Days In Bahamas $279!
vacation, flexible scheduling & more.
securing future career opportu.11Includes Most Meals!
1 bdrm@ 1319 College $275.
Ge t Group-Go Free' !
Deposit & references required.
ities. Earn pay plus 6 credit
Apply online or in person:
springbreaktravel.com
No Pets. 842-4923 or 781-8088.
hours at WKU. Call Captain
move in 2 BR/$395; 1 BR/$350.
Newly decorated, lots of
closets/storage, pool, on-site
laundry. Call today for all the
details. 781-5471.

Florida! Best Parties, Best
Hotels, Best Prices! Space is
limited! Hurry up & Book Now!

Part-time Evenings Telephone
Surveys $7/hr. James Ford

.•.•...........

....•..••...•..

......•.•••••..

.•.............
..•.......•••••

CAMPIN@

1-800-678-6386

3 or 4 BDRM available now,
adjacent to campus. All
appliances including washer &
dryer. Call SIMS REALTY.
842-7919

3 bdrm house@ 1533 N. Sunrise
2 bath $475 4 bdrm 1030 E. 13th
$475. Efficiency & 1 bdrm apts.
near campus $225-$275. 781-8307

Spring Break insanity!
www.Inter-Campus.com or call 1800-327-6013 guaranteed lowest
Large 3 bdrm apt. at historic St. prices! Cancun, Jamaica, Florida
James 1133 Chestnut. Heat/water & Bahamas Party Cruise! Fifteen
paid $575 781-8307.
years experience! Free trips for
campus reps!
2 bdrm duplex very close to
campus, newly remodeled.
Washer/dryer included, starting
at $395. Call Brad 792-2824

.......•..•....

F or Sale
1998 Saturn SL2. De pendable,
economical. 89,900 mostly
highway miles. $5,100. 846-2358.

•..............

745-6054

destinations. BEST Hotels,
FREE parties. LOWEST prices!
www.breakerstravel.com
(800) 985-6789

Camping World,Inc.
650 Three Springs Road
Bowling Green, KY 42104

Theresa Wardell for details.

SPRING BREAK Cancun, South
Padre & ALL Florida

.

Now
Hlrln9t ·
CIJl/ege He/flits Hm1/d

Id Sales Reps
"IJ11-c"mp111
•Part-ttme
•commission

Apply @ Rm. 122

fax: (270)-781-8885

W9RLD®

www.campingworld.com/jobs

We promote a drug-free environment. EOE

.

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED - GO FOR THE GOLD
Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting
applications for Officer Candidate Programs.
This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate School.

lh,rrelt Conkrenc~ C~nter
Tropical B~ches
or ~lorida

Video1~
& RescMtions
LNE WEB CAM OF DAYTONA BEACH

or c•II 1fS·26S3

BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.

Visit us on-line:

Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter@
(502) 395-0048 to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW ·_ LIMITED OPENING

Toll Free 1-877-257-5431

.springbreak2.com

The College
lleights Herald
Classifieds
have just what
y ou are looking
for!

rpter,i;ties d Sororities
Stu ent &rou~s

Clubs

Earn $1,000-$2 000 this semester with the ea~
CamP,Usfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event . Does not
involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly. so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser. com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser,com_

Women's soccer Swimmers stay busy on break
rakes in awards
Wright St. surprises
men's team

B Y K EI T H F ARNER

Herald reporter
When Jason Neidell received a
call from his parents a couple of
weeks ago he didn't expect to hear
about any awards.
He was even more surprised
when they told him he had been
named First Year Program Coach
of the Year by Soccerbuzz.com, a
Web site dedicated to women's
collegiate soccer.
Neidell said the other firstyear ..:oaches had been receiving
recognition and, despite leading
his inaugural team to a 14-5 season, he didn't expect the same
treatmenl
Western came out of the gates
smoking on its way to winning 11
of its first 12 games. During that
sprint, the Lady Toppers knocked
ofT defending Sun Bell Conference
champion Florida International lo in overtime. The impressive season ended dramatically at the conference tournament 1n Miami,
Fla., with a double-overtime loss
to No. 1 seed North Texas.
The seven first-year Division I
programs were eligible for the
awards.
Western finished third behind
Binghamton and Rice, despite
leading the group with a winning
percentage of .737.
"There wasn't any doubt in my
mind that we deserved No. I; I
wasn't really happy with that,"'
freshman midfielder Jocelyn
Roach said
Neidell said many of the other
schools' rosters were made up of
transfers and upperclassmen_

"We're the only team that did it
with 11 freshman on the field,"
Neidell said.
Four of those freshmen were
also honored by being named to
the All-National team, the most
for any school on the 14-player
team. Freshman forward Allison
Nellis was one of four forwards
named to the team.
She led the way in 2001 with a
team-high 13 goals including four.
game-winners. Roach was one of
four midfielders named to the
team. Neidell said Roach being
highly recruited out of high school
helped her because many of the
other coaches already knew about
her.
Roach was named to the SBC
All-Tournament team after scoring the lone Western goal against
North Texas.
The best Lady Topper defender was one of five named to the
All-National team. Freshman
Melissa Robinson was routinely
assigned to the opposition's best
forward and repeatedly passed
with flying colors.
Freshman goalie Amy Uhlman
was also recognized by the Web
site. Uhlman anchored Western·s
defense while recording seven
shutouts.
Many of the Lady Toppers
hadn't heard of the awards but
were surprised and excited about
them.
Neidell said more than four of
his players could have easily been
named to the team.
"The four that got it owe a debt
of gratitude to their teammates,"
he said.

B v D USTIN LEWIS

Herald reporter
So much for Christmas break.
While most students were busy
drinking eggnog and exchanging
Christmas gifts with fam ily and
friends over the holidays, the
Western swimming teams stayed
close to the pool doing what they
do best.
Swim.
tnstead of training in the bitter cold of Bowling Green ,
Western welcomed in the new
year with a week-long adventure
in the humid climate of Venice,
Fla.
The Hilltoppers developed a
strong sense of camaraderie during the week-long trek from Dec.
27 through Jan. 5.
Between training sessions, the
Hilltoppers bonded through team
dinners, social activities and routine trips to the beach
Head coach Bill Powell said
the team gelled nicely on the trip.
"We went down (to Florida)
and stayed in a condominium,
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and basically all we did for 10
days was train and go out to the
beach," Powell said. "The kids
had a lot of fun."
Senior Megan Zerhusen said
she enjoyed one of the last road
trips she'll take with her teammates.
"Coach Powell took all the
seniors out to eat," Zerhusen
said. "Some people went to the
movies.... It was great."
Although the voyage was a
nice break, Western didn't spend
the entire trip relaxing. They
spent a good deal of time training
for the Gulf Coast Invitational.
"We spent a lot of time working out together in the pool,"
Zerhusen said. "We trained hard
through Christmas, but as the season winds down, we're easing up
a little."
Western had reason to lighten
their training schedule.
The NCAA requires that
Western participate in a meet
since it was undergoing a training
regimen in Florida. But, Powell
said he and opposing coaches
decided at the last moment to
cancel the meet in favor of an
unofficial scrimmage that would
not count against team records.
"<The NCAA rule) is kind of a
farce ," Powell said. "We were
more interested in just training,

so we basically just set up a
scrimmage .... We just wanted to
get all the kids in some events."
The llilltoppers officially
returned to action on Saturday,
splitting their dual-meet at
Wright Stale in thei r first action
since the Florida trip.
The women's squad ran tts
dual-meet record to 6-0. Wright
State pulled a mild upset of the
me n (5-2), denying Powell his
300th career victory in men's
Division I swimming.
"They s urprised us," Powell
said. "We took them a little lightly
and (Wright State) brought in two
international students we didn't
even know they had."
The men will be given another
crack at earning Powell his milestone victory this Saturday when
they face Southern Illinois at U1e
Preston Health and Activities
Center. The meet wil l be the
Hilltoppers· first since sweeping
Ball State in a dual-meet almost
two months ago.
"It would mean a lot to this
team if we could get Coach
Powell number 300,'' sophomore
Drew Aldrich said. "Each nulestone is something special. Each
time we get him that next number, it means something to this
team"

Toppers rescheduled for FOX
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"Right now he has a different
look on his face," Pandov said.

Tops face MTSU
Western will try to extend its
Sun Belt winning streak to four
when they travel to Mur-

freesboro, Tenn., to play Middle
Tennessee State tomorrow.
MTSU is led by sophomore
g uard Tommy Gunn (14.9 ppg)
and senior center Lee Nosse
(13.7 ppg, 7.6 rpg). Nosse was
injured last year and missed all
but four games. Gunn averaged
16 points in two losses to the

Hilltoppers last season.

Game rescheduled
Wcstern's home game versus
Arkansas State, originally scheduled for Jan. 26, has been
reschedul ed for noon Jan 27.
The game will be broadcast on
Fox Sports Network.
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